SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
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A GREENER BRAND...
This presentation outlines the commitments made
by OX tools uk to ensure a more sustainable future.
Covering 6 core areas: vehicles fuel, printing &
ink, packaging, recycling, lighting & electrical and
shipping. We are committed to reducing waste and
becoming a more sustainable brand.
We are proud to be transparently transforming the
OX of today to ensure there is an OX of tomorrow.
The greener, blue brand.
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OUR commitment
We are committed to
minimizing our environmental
impact to sustain the world
we live in together.

PACK AGING
MORE SUSTAINABLE
PACK AGING MATERIALS

RECYCLING
INCREASING RECYCLED
MATERIALS AND REDUCING
WASTE

VEHICLES & FUEL
GREENER MORE EFFICIENT
VEHICLE FLEET.

ELECTRICAL
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
TO REDUCE ELECTRICAL
CONSUMPTION

PRINTING & INK
MORE SUSTAINABLE
PRINTING SOLUTIONS

SHIPPING
CONSOLIDATED SHIPMENTS
AND REDUCING WASTE IN
TRANSPORTATION
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“ Every part of our business from supply
chain, shipping, product manufacture and
packaging right through to the paper in our
printers has been reviewed to ensure we
are operating the most sustainable business
practices possible. We want to ensure that
our business helps protect the world we live
in for future generations.
“

Lee Hazell
OX Tools UK, CEO - EMEA
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Flattening our
carbon curve
We are making positive changes across our business
to reduce our carbon footprint. By partnering with the
More Trees organization, we aim to be a fully carbon
neutral company by 2028.
By planting more trees, we will not only offset our total
CO² emissions but also help to grow biodiverse wildlife
habitats, bring employment opportunities to more rural
areas and enhance the natural landscape.
For more information visit:
moretrees.eco

0.3
tons

One tree sequesters
an estimated 0.3 tons
of co 2 over its growth.

x
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packaging
We are committed to a lifecycle approach to the use of our packaging.
Over 6 million products pass through the OX Tools UK warehouse
every year. Every product requires well-designed, efficiently packed,
appropriately used and responsibly disposed of packaging.
In early 2021 we introduced only brown cardboard packaging boxes.
This material is recyclable, renewable and sustainable.
We also actively engage with our factories across the globe to develop
more environmentally sustainable packaging options. In cases where
plastic was being used, we are transitioning to card and for the plastic
still in use we are reducing single use packaging where possible and
moving towards recycled plastic.

REDUCING

excessive and
inappropriate
use of materials.

RECYCLING

waste material to
ensure a closed
loop system.

OPTIMIZING

shipments ensuring
boxes are loaded to
capacity without
risking damage.
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PRINTING AND INK
Reducing and removing unnecessary
printing and ink usage throughout
our supply chain.
To reduce unnecessary printing and ink usage we have
introduced a state-of-the-art warehouse management
system. Previously, printed picking notes were generated
by warehouse operatives during the picking process.
This activity has now been replaced with hand-held
electronic devices which reduces paper usage saving
approximately 1.2 trees every month. The next stage of
paper reduction will see the introduction of digital delivery
notes further minimizing unnecessary paper usage.
In addition to the paper saving by removing the need
to print picking notes we have achieved a 48% reduction
in toner usage. All toner cartridges are also now collected
for recycling.

48%
REDUCTION IN
TONER USAGE

1.2

TREES SAVED
(APPROXIMATELY)
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“ At OX Tools UK, we are committed to
minimizing our environmental impact to
sustain the world we live in together.
Every part of our business from supply
chain, shipping, product manufacture
and packaging right through to the
paper in our printers has been analysed
to ensure we are working towards a
more sustainable future.
“

Craig Devenish
OX Tools UK, Research & Development Director
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Recycling
As part of our ongoing commitment to pursue a closed
loop system we have increased the volume of materials
recycled and decreased the use of materials by optimizing
our working practices. We have implemented a ‘reuse,
don’t replace’ policy whereby our operational team reuses
supplied pallets where possible and we are increasing the
number of bulk dispatches made.
Since 2019 we have doubled recycled materials. See table 1.1.
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SHIPPING
Through rigid assessment, planning, and implementation
we are actively optimizing how we ship products to reduce
our carbon emissions and become a more sustainable
brand. These activities are below:
PALLET WRAP
By introducing a specialist pallet wrapping machine
we have successfully decreased the amount of pallet wrap
by 33% which equates to 1,000kg a month to 660kg –
Saving for 2021: 4,000KG of pallet wrap.
GENERAL WASTE
Our waste collection provider is contracted to process
out all recyclable materials i.e. plastic, cans, glass & paper.
CONSOLIDATED SHIPPING
We have actively optimised the capacity of shipping container
usage through consolidated and shared shipments.
In 2019 we optimised our shipping programme to a large
multinational delivering to all 300+ branches via pallet
deliveries into their central distribution house. This ensured
a 2% cost saving and means OX sent 1 delivery of 6 pallets
each week rather than 150 separate deliveries.
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“ Our operational processes are becoming
leaner and greener as a result of
optimised and consolidated containers
and the reduction of high emission
forms of transport.
“

Donovan Payne
OX Tools UK, Operations Director
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lighting & electrical
All OX lighting across our warehouse facility and offices
have been fitted with LED (light emitting diode) lighting.
This has led to the following benefits:
LONGER LIFESPAN THAN TRADITIONAL BULBS
LED bulbs last up to 20 times longer than standard
forms of lighting such as the previously installed
incandescent & halogen bulbs.
LESS ENERGY WASTAGE
Our new LED bulbs are 80% more energy efficient
than those previously used.
NON-TOXIC
The new LED lighting means no toxic elements are
emitted when bulbs are disposed.
BRIGHTER
The LED lights are 30-60% brighter at the source
making our warehouse environment brighter and safer.
Fact Alert! Industrial lighting uses enough power to light 1 in 3 of all homes in the UK.
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VEHICLES & FUEL
SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT strategy
Electric vehicles (EVs) are one of the most talked
about topics when it comes to sustainability and carbon
emissions. At OX we feel it is an important part of
meeting global goals on climate change demands.
Fact Alert! There are more electric charging points than petrol stations.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
W W W.OXTOOLS.COM

